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Datasite for 
Tech, Media & Telecom

#Wheredealsaremade

Innovative M&A platform for TMT  
M&A deals in the tech space naturally need the best technology. Datasite delivers. Datasite lets TMT 
companies manage complex financial transactions more easily and with the highest levels of security  
and global support. 

 Buy-Side Due Diligence  |  Manage multiple projects 
securely with a scalable SaaS-based M&A platform. 
Datasite’s data room, tailored for buy-side deal teams, alerts 
you when new files arrive, lets admins grant access only to 
authorized users, and enables collaboration via shared deal 
findings. Analytics lets you keep deals on track.

 Asset Sales and Divestitures  |  Deal artifact 
preparation, intelligent redaction / unredaction, deal 
marketing process management, Q&A management, 
and powerful analytics supports complete sell-side 
success. 24/7/365 customer service assures deal-
team support.

 Capital and Venture Fund Raising  |  Prepare for an equity 
/ debt financing, refinancing, or venture investment, with 
an AI powered data room. Let Datasite AI auto-categorize 
files and automate co-investor outreach. Manage investor, 
lender, and/or advisor access and track deal progress with 
tailored analytics.

 IP Protection and Licensing  |  TMT operations demand 
that IP is securely created, managed and licensed. 
Protect IP with restricted download, watermarking 
and redaction. Track users and files accessed with 
analytics. Datasite leverages the strictest global 
security standards including SSAE 16 SOC 2 Type II 
attestation and complies with GDPR & CCPA. 
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2,700+  
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23,000+ 
monthly active  

TMT users

6 of top 16 
TMT deals done on  
Datasite in 2019

GDPR, CCPA
compliant
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